
 

From: [ Sender requests not to disclose ] 

To: "HKSAR - Commerce, Industry & Technology Bureau" uem@citb.gov.hk 

cc:  

Subject: Unsolicited Electronic Message 28/02/2006 07:45 PM  

 

 

Dear Sir  

 

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENCE 

Please don't disclose my data without my consent 

 

After long long time, HKSAR Government take action for this matter 

 

For Junk Fax 

Our boss always complain why we don't call the advertiser to stop the Junk fax and register to refuse 

all incoming advertisement fax.  Although we did both, the junk fax come with similar name and the 

volume is duplicated after a few months.  The advertiser will ask you fax the refuse letter directly 

from your fax machine, otherwise they will not accept it.  Unfortunately their fax is always busy or 

data cannot be transferred after connection.  Our Management forward their fax to office to avoid 

missing fax, we cannot fax the refuse letter with these fax line.  Finally junk fax is non-stop. 

 

For Telephone and Mobile Phone 

We shared a stored value sim cards for China trip and do not tell anybody except our family, but 

advertisement by voice mail or salesmen can reach you without any problem. Our Sales Manager 

waste his money and sleeping time during his overseas trip. These calls may show phone number 

which are directly form business phone system which can only dail out, or you have only the choice to 

press some key to accept their service without any key for refuse. 

The aged and baby of our family are going to bed so early, but they cannot sleep well due to these 

calls. 

All these unsolicited electronic message must be under control, we cannot always influence by these 

calls.  

 

Although the advertiser complain it will affect their business, our rights cannot be attacked too.  All 

members of our family will fully consent and support to control it immediately. 

Central listing by HKSAR Government is a must otherwise we need to inform the advertiser one by 

one which is wasted our money and time. 

 

Thanks 

[ Sender requests not to disclose ] 
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